Experience Design book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. In his In the blink of an eye, Walter Murch, the Oscar-awarded edi... It provides reasons why we should bother with an experiential approach, and presents a detailed working model of experience useful for practitioners and academics alike. It closes with the particular challenges of an experiential approach for design. The book presents its view as a comprehensive, yet entertaining blend of scientific findings, design examples, and personal anecdotes. Table of Contents: Follow me! / Crucial Properties of Experience / Three Good Reasons to Consider Experience / A Model of Experience / Reflections on Experience Design ...more. Get A Copy. Kindle Store. Experience Design "is the practice of designing products, processes, services, events, omnichannel journeys, and environments with a focus placed on the quality of the user experience and culturally relevant solutions." (wiki). In spite of the above definition, I've often observed that Experience Design is primarily equated with designing user interfaces on digital devices — when it is so much more. "Experience Design has been primarily equated with designing UIs on digital devices — but it's so much more." Throughout the past 2 years, I've developed a special interest in Experience Design in ... Experience Design — Technology for all the right reasons by Marc Hassenzahl. Links: Digital Harvard. He is interested in designing meaningful moments through interactive technologies – in short: Experience Design. Find: What is on the blog. It provides reasons why we should bother with an experiential approach, and presents a detailed working model of experience useful for practitioners and academics alike. It closes with the particular challenges of an experiential approach for design. The book presents its view as a comprehensive, yet entertaining blend of scientific findings, design examples, and personal anecdotes. A sample can be found at issuu! Buy it at Morgan Claypool or Amazon. Hassenzahl, M. (2010). Experience Design: Technology for All the Right Reasons. Morgan & Claypool. Praise for Experience Design